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High-Tech Contract Decorating at
by Amy Bauer

Emerald Corporation has developed its niche serving the
appliance, automotive and medical industries with attention
to quality and detail, high-level cleanroom and automation
technology, technical expertise and supply-chain relationships
that give it a competitive advantage.
The company offers Class A painting, screen printing, IML/
in-mold decorating, paint and laser etching, pad printing, injection molding, electronic assembly and CNC machining. Its
110,000-sq.-ft. facility in an industrial area in the Grand Rapids,
MI, suburb of Kentwood includes 30,000 sq. ft. of cleanroom
manufacturing.
Just as it brings together a wide range of expertise, Emerald
Corporation is the product of combining a series of companies,
each with a decorative niche. The Kennedy family and a small
group of investors founded the company in 2003 when they
purchased former screen printer ITW Graphics in Plymouth,
WI. In 2004, the group bought Exco Lasing Corporation to add
paint and laser etch capabilities. Emerald added two state-ofthe-art paint lines in 2005, and in 2009, the company moved to
larger facilities. Today, 100 employees, working multiple shifts,
support the company’s operations. Emerald Corporation is part
of a privately held group of companies with worldwide reach.
“The strength of Emerald not only lies with our capabilities,”
Ignatowski said, “but moreover the strength and commitment
of our people, technical resources and management.”
Top-of-the-line finishes, high-gloss demand
The company specializes in Class A finishes with both a large
automated paint line system and a small part paint line system.
“Each of the paint lines and our screen print department are
set up as Class 10,000 cleanrooms,” describes Jeff Ignatowski,
director of new business development. The class designations
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Gloss levels previously reserved for automotive exteriors are making
their way into auto interiors and the appliance marketplace.

refer to the number of particles larger than 0.5 microns found
in a cubic foot of air.
“Our smaller footprint line is set up for high-speed painting
of buttons, knobs, etc., while our larger line is configured for
parts such as full-size appliance consoles, which we can paint
multiple parts on a rack with our six-foot paint window. Having
a four-booth, 100-percent robotic automation and a cleanroom
environment offers superior quality and repeatability,” Ignatowski said, noting that the technology also results in lower
scrap rates and reduced system costs for customers.
These capabilities have given Emerald an advantage when it
comes to the growing demand for base coat and clear coat

Emerald’s 3D screen printing capabilities allow the company
to print several colors directly on a part.

applications. “A clean environment is crucial in controlling scrap
from airborne contaminants,” Ignatowski said. Such contaminants are quick to show up in clear coats and metallic paints.
Mark Kennedy, Emerald’s president, said that many jobs in
the past called for a single base coat, but the growing trend is
toward multiple coatings to achieve a high-gloss finish. “It’s
really being driven by color and aesthetics,” he said.
Gloss levels previously reserved for automotive exteriors are
making their way into auto interiors and the appliance marketplace, Ignatowski said, and Emerald is positioned to support
those applications. For example, he noted that the company
has partnered with several painters to support their high-gloss
application requirements.
Part of what has allowed Emerald to excel in this area has
been its relationship with coating manufacturers such as PPG.
“They’re very willing to bring their latest and greatest innovations to us,” Ignatowski said. Emerald has debuted some
of PPG’s new coatings, and the success of these applications
has put Emerald in a position to work with the company on
developing new products. Emerald also consulted PPG when
designing its new paint facility to ensure it would match future
requirements of coatings in development, such as metallic,
UV- and solvent-based paint systems.

Alongside this technology, Emerald incorporates a high-tech
visual inspection system that has reduced the need for human intervention and eliminated rejects at the customer level.
Statistical process controls (SPC) using the visual inspection
system allow the company to see if there are any problems
in the printing process. And while many companies still use
manual visual inspection systems, Kennedy said, today’s highresolution cameras have the capability to “view” and reject parts
down to the finest details.
“Even seven years ago, the technology really was not good
enough to do the job that it does today,” Kennedy said. “Back
then, it could tell you whether you had a good part, but it really
couldn’t sort out the parts that were marginal.”
Just as the visual inspection system reduces the human resources needed for quality control, Emerald’s decorating operations
are well integrated to speed workflow. “We are strong believers
in Toyota work cell manufacturing,” Ignatowski said. “We have
several work cells set up where we might screen print, CNC
and vision-inspect the graphics in a one-piece flow. In other
cases, we might form, trim, mold and assemble the IML part
in one work cell.”
Proprietary processes support clients
Another area in which Emerald has developed its expertise is in
screen printed appliques and the IML arena. “Combined with
our clean room screen printing operations, Emerald also deploys
a proprietary forming technology which offers superior graphic
location tolerances. Although Emerald does not market itself as
a molder, we have the capability to supply small IML or button
components should the customer choose,” Ignatowski said.

Modern technologies offer competitive advantages
Another niche for the company is its 3D screen printing, which
it has been offering for the past 2 1/2 years. The company can
screen print directly onto three-dimensional molded parts. “This
allows us to print several colors directly on the part, replacing the
traditional method of large-format pad printing or hot stamping,
while offering more robust and durable graphics,” Ignatowski
said. The appearance, graphics registration and durability are
greater with this process, Kennedy said, “Especially if you have
a very fine graphic or detail. It tends to be a sharper image.”
The company is experiencing growth in this process. “When
we see applications where somebody might be looking to pad
print, we almost immediately look to see if it can be screen
printed,” Kennedy said. “If the geometry of the part allows, we
try to print it with the screen printing process.”

The company is quadrupling its screen printing department, while
also adding additional equipment and UV capabilities.
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Ignatowski said the molding operations enhance
Emerald’s support of its clients, most of which are
molders. “Because molding is a core competency of
ours, we have technical capabilities in troubleshooting molding issues,” he said.
Another service Emerald offers its clients is its custom racking system, which the company designed,
developed and has been using for the past six months.
The Universal Racking System, or E-URS, offers a
generic frame in which customers pay only for the
part attachment fixtures themselves, as opposed to
creating an entire custom rack.

Each of Emerald’s paint lines are set up as Class 10,000 cleanrooms.

For smaller-volume jobs, where the costs of a custom
rack are less easily absorbed, the system offers a lower-cost
alternative. “It’s brought that cost down, so the overall rack
costs are significantly less,” Ignatowski said.

specializing in decorating
your durable products

Current and future growth
Emerald Corporation is actively growing. The company is in
the process of adding another automated clean paint line in
anticipation of growing automotive industry demand. And
the company is quadrupling its screen printing department,
while also adding additional equipment and UV capabilities.
“Right now, our largest focus is diversifying within the industries that we are currently in,” Kennedy said. Beyond that, the
company is exploring additional markets, including consumer
products in such areas as the fitness industry.

All graphics have a function. To warn. To sell. To track.
Romo Durable Graphics is continually
challenged to produce functional
graphics for our customers. We:
• Decorate products that are outside
in sun, rain & snow for years.
• Print barcode tracking decals for
containers that are commercially
washed 300+ times.
• Resurface furniture and surfaces with
graffiti-resistant decals.

We manufacture decals with a lasting impression. Call us today!

DURABLE•GRAPHICS

(920) 712 -4090 www.romoinc.com

In-mold Graphic Solutions is a division of Romo Durable Graphics
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In addition to appliance, medical and automotive markets,
Emerald looks to expand in the consumer marketplace.
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Emerald also is looking to expand its geographic
reach. Currently the core business comes from a
roughly 600-mile radius. “We are pursuing mergers
and acquisitions activities and expanding our geographic reach and decorative niche offerings while
constantly investing in new, talented key people,”
Ignatowski said.
As its business grows, Emerald draws upon its
knowledge base and skill set. With each job comes
new challenges and opportunities. “Decorated
products are not black and white,” Ignatowski said.
“Each has its own nuances. If you just offer standard
support to your customers, it’s not going to work.”
He continued, “Our reputation in the marketplace for
supplying high-quality, competitive decorative products is equating to new business opportunities.” n
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Today, 100 employees, working multiple shifts, support the company’s operations.

